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Art

By Leong Tuck Yee

In Celebration of
Jungle Beauty
'

N

Portrait of Kenyah Woman No.3, oil on canvas, 2017, 60x60cm

ature lover and self-taught

the I ban are a sociable people and

artist Tan Wei Kheng was

live in groups in longhouses which

born in 1970 in Marudi.

are located along rivers and streams.

Sarawak. Working with acrylics.

The largest state in Malaysia,

pastels. oils and watercolours, he

Sarawak is blessed with a tropical

specialises in painting the people

geography with an equatorial

from ethnic groups living in the

climate. Travelling to and fro the

interior of Sarawak. To meet them, he

interior to visit the tribes. Tan

has had to go into the dense interior

would have to take hours riding on

and spend time photographing

longboats and negotiate the rapids

and studying them. His subjects

besides walking from hours to days

also include the Penan. I ban. Kayan

to reach the villages.

and Kelabit. Comprising the largest

Tan first started getting

group of native people in the state,

interested in the ethnic peoples
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he paints with less resemblance to
the subject's features, he may risk
being misunderstood by viewers as
being incompetent. Getting a certain
degree of likeness is itself a tough Job,
even with the help of photography
or projectors, as slight errors in the
lines, tones, texture, saturation and
colour temperature would easily
render different meaning to the facial
features of the portraits.
A professional artist can spend
eight years in an art institution
just to learn how to paint portraits.
Conversely, Tan has never had any
formal training, learning only from
books and copying others· artworks.
He has shown himself to be an
"analytical person with outstanding
naturalistic intelligence. He is able to
use what he finds in his environment
to creat'e masterpieces which not
only have an aesthetic value but
also has sociological. historical and
emotive impact.·1
Coming across a picture of Tan
Portrait of Kayan Headman, oil on canvas,
when he saw various tribal people
coming from the jungles to trade

2016, 60x60cm

the children in need.
Doing so with a heart filled with

using a tiny brush to put in the
finishing touches to huge p�intings
of about 100

x

100cm square

reaffirms our idea that this is an

goods in town. Among others, he

love, sincerity and empathy has

artist who has forged his own way

admired and was intrigued by

garnered him numerous friends who

to perfection - painted the miles. as

their elongated ear lobes, hunting

in return showered him with equal

they say. Filling canvases with slim

practices, headgears, beads,

amount of care and friendship. Many

lines and dots and yet come up with

heirlooms, stories and symbolism.

of them proceeded to sit at ease for

paintings that are not bogged down

him and let him paint them.

by unnecessary details (which can be

In addition, they also have their
unique ways of communicating with

Painting portraits, as many artists

a curse to artists) is almost magical.

others. The Penan, for example, use

will assert. can be intimidating,

leaves to tell others where they are or

particularly for self-taught artists.

pictures of real human beings with

inform others of births and deaths in

Unlike landscapes or abstracts,

real identities that will not tire our

the family.

many factors come into play to

eyes as time passes - their wrinkles,

make this a risky business. The

crow's feet. scars, tattoos. folds in

subjects most likely have formed

their eyelids and dry skin all become

His connection to and love for
them also spurred him to carry out

The results are memorable

community service to benefit them.

some rigid expectations as regard

feasts for the eye, lovely signs of wear

To ease their transport problems, he

to how their portraits should look

and tear indicating perseverance

picks up their children from school

and there are limitless comparisons

wining over long years of hardship

and sends them home. To alleviate

they can make. Besides, if the artist

their lack in basic necessities, he

paints it with too much likeness,

gathers donated items such as

he would risk being accused of

school bags, books and stationery

copying nature as it is, lacking any

from the public and delivers them to

artistic concepts or originality. If

1.

Mary Anne Vaz, An Interpretive Study of the

Development of a Great Local Artist: Tan Wei
Kheng, 2007 Batu Lintang Teachers Institute

Education Research Seminar.
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and undiminishing hope, strength
and fighting spirit.
Tan has captured their towering

world. Beauty can be found in the
most unexpected places if you open

your heart to it."2

spirit in successfully surviving and

Photos courtesy of Richard Koh
Fine Art and Tan Wei Kheng

eking out a living in the vast jungles
lacking in modern conveniences
such as electricity, fast food, tar roads,
shopping complexes and the internet.
His portraits are simply
endearing, desirable not only for the
enrichment of one's art collection

2.

https://www.star2.com/cu1ture/2018/04/15/
portrait-sarawak-artist-tan-wei-kheng-richard
koh-fine-art-interior/#wyx8zs6sfFLAFQ 11.99

or decoration for one's wall but as
reminders that life should be lived in
dignity and hope.
Tan paints people hyper
realistically, seeing them as moving
art and describing himself as a
"hyper-realism activist.· He uses
his gift as an artist to help viewers
see and feel the beauty and the
struggles of ethnic groups. He
focuses on the relationships among
people, and between people and
animals and the environment. His
works shine with positive values
and nudge us to value love in our
families, respect the elderly and see
dignity, beauty and character in the
aged.,We realise how unfathomable
the older generations· sacrifices and
cares are for their families in keeping
their lineages unbroken and strong
for generations to come.
Last April saw Tan's second
solo exhibition entitled "Forgotten
Beauty" at Richard Koh Fine Art
(RKFA) gallery. Gallerist Richard Koh
has commented on Tan's works:
"His work documents the tribes
that are slowly disappearing in more
ways than one, including their way of
life and the ancient knowledge of their
ancestors that are being forgotten
as practices of old are discarded.
"Forgotten Beauty" addresses
something that is hard to put into
words: it celebrates the beauty from
within and the meaningful things
in life that we are losing touch with.
Looking beyond what is on the surface
is more relevant than ever in today's

The Ukit Lady- Dotun Ngor, oil on canvas, 2015, 122cmx183cm

